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BRING DOWN ETHIOPIAN DICTATORS BEFORE THEY REJOIN
BOTH THEIR BLOOD-SOCKED HANDS AND RACIST HEARTS
WITH SHABIAN DICTATORS TO COMPLETELY DESTROY
MOTHER ETHIOPIA

By: Dr G Bekele

27 January 2011

Time For Ethiopian Patriot’s Non-Violent Resistance
Democracy, as I explained in one of my previous popular article titled: “The Causes That Politicians
Fight For Are More Important Than The Offices They Hold”, is government of the people, by the
people, for the people, is not merely about the formation of political parties and the holding of elections.
It is about supremacy of a nation’s constitution and the rule of law, the independence of the judiciary,
and the equality of all persons under the law. This is what democracy really is all about. Unfortunately,
in Ethiopia, we have “Democracy of crooks, criminals, dictators, child killers and shameless
traitors pretending to look loyal, patriotic and true democrats while operating as “a government
of thugs, by thugs and for thugs”. The acts of these dictators, traitors and thugs defy logic and the
sheer foolhardiness of the perpetrators of their monstrosity, organized crimes and their utter contempt
for human lives are baffling. They should really continue to thank their stars that they are still alive and
kicking in Ethiopia and elsewhere. No matter what TPLF/EPRDF devil worshiping cults like them say or
try to mislead the public, Meles Zenawi is a goner. The demise of these thugs, traitors and dictators who
came to power riding on their ignorance of Ethiopian politics, history and dignity of this great nation is
very near. They have run out of spin on our sovereignty, humanity and everything else. All they talk are
about their future, well being of Eritreans and furthermore when and how to lick Shabia’s blood-socked
boots again to let them sing Eritrea Yegilachin Ethiopia Yegarachin. But nothing is left but the truth
for them. And the truth is that they will be vanquished from the entire face of Ethiopian politics forever.
As witnessed in the past 20 years, Meles is an evil therefore, what is required is “a surgical operation
to extract him from the Ethiopian political scene”. Look, poverty and corruption are everywhere and
the masses are suffering. There are less than 150 Medical Doctors in a country of 80 million people.
Hospitals are rotten while prisons are built. The people are crying and are saying these very loud to him.
Meles and his cohorts should release the Ethiopian people from captivity. Therefore, freeing our country
and democracy from tyrants is the last chance for our survival as a nation and that of our unparalleled
history and country. It is really very appalling the way the masked, fly-by-night and a speaker behind
expensive bullet-proof glass Prime Minister of Ethiopia still believes after 20 years that all the 80 million
people are all fools under his spell. But what does it profit this treacherous so-called Prime Misery if he
hates Ethiopia, conquers the whole forces, imposes the whole policies and suffers loss of the glory of
his people? I think it is the right time Mr Zenawi learnt how to reflect on the derogatory nomenclatures
associated with him and choose the path of wisdom. He who turns deaf ears to the advices and critical
voices of the grey hair, the educated, experienced and the wise defy the Gods. Take it or not, good
name is better than absolute power. And that was why too, the wise saying “Sim Kemeqabr Belay
Yiwulal” was borne too? The Meles Zenawi destruction mania is the evil tumour that is intent on killing
us all and mother Ethiopia. Hence if surgery is indicated, let it be expeditious. A radical Abebe Zenawi
“mania-kleptomania” is preferred hoping the colossal corruption and battered economy are not
symptoms of distant “metastasis” signs that we may be acting too late. For the sake of his own survival,
at least, Meles Zenawi must, as a democrat he claims to be, to fool the Western Governments who
sadly continued to appease him, and at least, try to take his people’s criticisms in good faith, look inward
humbly and improve seriously on his style of leading the very great nation, even if he is on his way out.
We Ethiopians are on the verge of “do or die” situation than ever before. We have now become
slaves, as we cannot pay the debt we owe. We are to continue to service these debts until when
God knows time? Therefore, we either do liberate our beloved country and democracy from
these organised thugs, criminals and tyrants or keep on watching when our nation starves to
death and our country is destroyed. And we either defeat them or live in their shadow of fear.
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Hence in our struggle to liberate our country, always remember not to grab the sword by its blade, which
will cut, but by its handle, which will allow you to defend yourself. From now on too, everyone should try
to identify TPLF pretenders who publish their utter garbage on Aiga to show us that they too are Devil’s
Advocates. You also need to watch cadres who lurk like poisoned rats around websites using fake
names like Kulfo: the new rat, Zega, Grum, Tamire, Abe and so on, who have been demonizing me
on ECADF lately without success. Surely, our bursts are justified and are not unprecedented. For this
man now called Meles the evil has shown our country that power corrupts while absolute power corrupts
absolutely. Meles Zenawi’s leadership has been repeatedly criticized even by his bread makers and
caretakers all over the world as corrupt, brutal, directionless, oppressor, human rights abuser and
dictator who descended so low to use market and street languages against the constitution, sovereignty
and this great nation called Ethiopia. But for God sake, what is wrong with our elite members in the
country and in the Diaspora? Don’t they know that Meles Zenawi is infected with the “Second Term
Virus” (STV)? This virus is more deadly than the very much-dreaded HIV/AIDS virus that wiped out
millions of our people, for it does not kill in installments but in droves. Hence, as I previously suggested,
in 2005, we require surgical operation to democratically extract Meles Zenawi from the Ethiopian scene.
If our opposition parties could not carry out this tactfully, we cannot move forward and we will all vanish.
The EPRDF and in particular the evil ruling party, TPLF that divided and held the nation hostage for 20
years now, canonized, institutionalized corruption and open theft, killed critics, journalists, suppressed
traders, seasoned academics, students mainly Oromo and Amhara students is now preparing and
warming up controlling the entire market. When the TPLF, once the Guerrilla force undemocratically and
unceremoniously came to power and Meles Zenawi rushed to cut Ethiopia into small pieces to suit his
purpose which was Eritrean independence, and further paid out millions in compensation to Shabia from
Ethiopia’s shattered economy and then desecrated the Ethiopian National Flag calling it, “Yechew
Mequateria Cherq”, Ethiopians laughed hysterically, forgave him and forgot it in good faith. As a result
of our patience and kindness, we then became a weak and hopeless nation under sanction and isolated
by international community, an external debt profile of billions of dollars, a nation in tension and mass
upheaval, banned free press, closed ETA (Ethiopian Teachers Association’s) accounts and Opposition
Party offices. Now, we are in a country with an evil leader who suffers from paranoia and a people that
suffers from Alzheimer. We are a nation that believes in post humorously appreciating and praising our
heroes, post humorously condemning and prosecuting our villains and those who challenge authorities.
These men apart from being demons led by the evil Meles are also monsters that derive joy when fellow
countrymen and women are perishing. One cannot point at anything good that Meles and his cronies
have done to prove his critics wrong. I hope history will judge them soon and put them in the dustbin.
The behaviour of this traitorous regime has been unimaginably so brutal. “The credibility of these
oppressed but still tolerant Ethiopian people, whether in peace or in war times, has always been
grossly underestimated even by those who charge it against them”. Ethiopia is on a time bomb
and risks being drawn into a very messy and long-lasting civil war unless otherwise, we bring these
dictators and traitors down like the Tunisians did recently and Egyptians are trying to do the same. The
opposition parties will have to do everything to make sure that they can take over the government now. I
tacitly believe that it is only the grim future and history that can vindicate Meles’s evil phenomenon. No
amount of gibbering, twisting, acrobats, hair splitting and lies by the regime, its biased media machines
and opportunist Cadres would convince the Ethiopian people that Meles is not a dictator, traitor and evil.
For hundreds of times now, Meles has stepped out of the country to look a statesman by asking for
loan, collecting arranged fake honorary degrees, aids and investors. He goes around the world and
says he is fighting to stop the spread of AIDS disease, the causes of hunger, democratising and
developing Ethiopia. But he knows that all those problems are created by TPLF and that his people are
terrorised, oppressed and are suffering in all regions because he does not meet ordinary people and
visit these places to see. But again he can tell you every dot on the map of Japan, America, Britain and
where Albania is without looking a map. He can also tell you every road junction on the map of
Germany and France. He can tell you where the highways are in New York, LA and Chicago. If these
traitors try to keep on making complete and buffoons of themselves, it will be a case of dog eating dog
scenario. Their story can only be concluded by a mind with special skills in history and oration. Hence a
surgical operation that will extract Meles from the Ethiopian scene should be completed very urgently.
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No doubt, that Meles was frightened during two previous general elections that he could not defeat the
democratic opposition parties in a free and fair election hence declared his coalition as winners. But one
thing we all know in Ethiopian politics is that the best patriotic and democrat candidates rarely emerge
victorious over gangsters, thugs, ruthless criminals, dictators and traitors with machine guns. However,
it is remarkable that Birtukan Mideksa, one of the opposition parties leader who I fully supported,
remains one of the Ethiopian opposition parties leaders that wield so much influence and popularity
even beyond Ethiopia. It was Abraham Lincoln, a former US President who said, “With public
sentiment, nothing can fail. Without it, nothing can succeed.” Accordingly, it is the passion Birtukan
and others share with their love for their country and the millions of hapless Ethiopians groaning under
crushing weight of a brutal, visionless, directionless and traitorous leadership of Meles. She has
excellent records and reputations that will take many long years to eclipse. Hence I sincerely hope that
Meles & Co, has not secretly forced her to sign a fraudulent legal document to let her remain silent and
or to not ever continue with the opposition’s political leadership & the struggle after her recent release.
Frankly speaking too, her silence has got me worried now hence we need to be informed the truth soon.
Brothers and sisters, “to a people, there is nothing like liberation and independence”. If Meles
Zenawi wants to enjoy his own liberty and independence, then he must also stop his harassment and
brutality, oppressing the entire opposition except the sold out EDP and be ready to protect the liberty
and independence of his enemies: the Ethiopian people. Or he should resign now and out they go,
because as the saying goes, “a stitch in time saves nine”. Otherwise, to continue harassing the
innocent public, opposition parties and its leaders, also illegally sentencing innocent individuals to life
imprisonment and death, will only lead to anarchy and definitely deal a tremendous blow to Ethiopia’s
nascent democracy and the future of a generation to come. What Meles should also be forced to
understand is that he belongs to the gangs of monumental failures in our country’s past and present
history, having led us into a nuisance war that sent hundreds of Ethiopian people to their graves and
also set us 50 years backward with shattered economy, hunger, disease, debt, division and loss of
lands and our territories. He has fought many battles under disguise pretending to be the liberator of
Tigrai and a true democrat who can lead Ethiopia and in the process too, stepped on so many toes
further destroying our country Ethiopia. He has sold everything to his party and friends in the name of
privatisation and modernisation. He has reversed everything in all sectors, commerce and industry the
like. He has sold our heritage like gold, oilfields & minerals to the alleged Al Quaida Agent Al Amoudin,
China, India and Arab Sheiks to humiliate the nation. Everything Ethiopian is being sold hence we have
lost our dignity and moral standing we had for centuries. The way they run the country reveals their urge
to eliminate everything good and Ethiopian. Therefore, I think the time has come for him to resume his
one-man’s family brass band or treacherous squad to step down rather than leading a political party like
Tigrai People Liberation Front and also govern a big country like Ethiopia. They are not fit for purpose.
What is going on in Ethiopia therefore is a terrible story. It is a strange thing, but people who are mad in
political contexts or who are religious fanatics can get away with it, and their madness is somehow
excused. But most people in the country think Meles is mad but “I don’t think he started saying, I
want to destroy Ethiopia but he turned bad and mad”. The leaders of other parties in EPRDF has
failed to express their discontent at Meles’s excess when it matters most on the grounds of fear. But
whatever they think in private, EPRDF members are not going to criticize him in public. This is purely
because they are all opportunists who have no balls too? All they care about this is the power issue. It is
as if they are saying, ‘here we are, a united EPRDF & we are certainly not going to criticize Meles
no matter how bad, mad and traitorous he is’. Like Sadam, Meles did not reserve his viciousness for
the enemy. Paranoid, despotic, cruel and capricious, he runs a very rotten reign of terror within his own
organization. And yet, his cronies love him dearly for his leadership. They are bad and mad creatures
too. Meles is something of a bin-Laden with his hand in everything that hearts Ethiopia and Ethiopians.
Hence he seemed so firmly entrenched as a Prime Minister of Ethiopia that neither elections nor a
popular uprising could unseat him. But soon or later, his rotten system of government and traitorous rule
will be questioned from inside his own party, army and he may never be thoroughly be secure his
position again. So, it is time to unite to protest and to set a fire to bring him down. Although Mr. Zenawi
has repressed domestic opposition, fooled the west and outmaneuvered the international forces for
change, he has apparently underestimated his own inner circle and close supporters of TPLF dissidents.
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Therefore, it cannot be very comfortable for Mr. Zenawi, but the rest of Ethiopia is reacting too, with glee
to the prospect of change. This should make 2011 very interesting time if all rise up to the cause. The
threats from this bloody mad Prime Misery Meles is real and dangerous and if we don’t deal with it now,
the consequences of our weaknesses will haunt the future generation and us for many long years to
come. Therefore, I strongly believe that there is a growing strong movement towards democratic change
everywhere. Even is his regime is recognizing him as a liability, the pressure is not only from politicians
but also from the people of Tigrai who in particular carried Mr. Zenawi to power in 1991. Now, many
have to come to realize that the rank and file, as well as many ordinary TPLF supporters are no longer
loyal to Meles Zenawi who is only building sky-scrapers with his close TPLF friends while starving the
entire nation and closing small businesses. The TPLFites have let down everyone. This is because their
policy has created mayhem and destruction in Tigrai and elsewhere in Ethiopia. Therefore, the reason is
easy to understand. Witnessing what happened to our country, people and sovereignty, thousands of
those killed soldiers and slaughtered innocent citizens; everyone knows that something is fishy and
rotten at the top. Mr. Zenawi’s miss-management of the economy has enriched a handful of cronies, but
it has caused millions untold miseries. If he fails to recognize all these evil deeds and betrayals, then he
has a very serious trouble in his hands that will bring his and that of his stupid cronies sudden downfall.
Some of you might say that I write very strong critiques and articles while the illiterates like the morons I
mentioned pretended to not understand me at all. I agree with some, but have no regrets at all. I am
acting with determination as the voice of the voiceless. So, who will tell me why should the rights of
those who have deprived their poor fellow citizens of that most basic right, life itself be treated as
sacrosanct? Why trust such fraudulent man who uses his authority to harass, intimidate, imprison,
starve and slaughter innocent people for criticising him and management of our affairs? Why on earth I
have to be politically correct too, if and when one explains the nature of these liars, daylight robbers,
gangsters, thugs, brutal dictators, traitors, crooks and conmen of our country? Has anyone ever heard
them saying “sorry” for all the crimes they have committed in the past 20 years? No! Have they
compensated families for their losses and ever brought the killers to justice at all? No! They are still
terrorising the entire nation. They are destroying the economy and our currency: the pride of a nation
hence small businesses are collapsing and consumers are crying. This Meles Zenawi is a disaster. His
bloody regime is the most brutal and corrupt hence why must we respect Ethiopian enemies who have
slaughtered our beloved brothers and sisters who were peacefully protesting and still are engaged in
the destruction of our beloved country? Why? Did they offer an intelligent critique of the war against
draught, daily corruption, miss-mismanagement, hunger, disease, unemployment, weak economy, and
the improvements of peace, nationhood, equality, justice, democracy and human rights? Do they even
try to convince us that they are any better than bunch of street vagabonds and argumentative school
children? No. So, why should we be insulted and still lick their blood-soaked boots? Why, why and why?
As the noose now tightened around Meles, he would have to think about his own exit strategy rather
than prepare himself for non-violent resistance. He could step down and surrender to save his country
from further destruction. But this seems unlikely. Hence he could flee with his loyal cults like Osama bin
Laden, and continue the war against Ethiopia by other means or by joining Shabia. Or he might make a
death or glory route from his Menelik Palace bunker. In this case too, he might decide that igniting a
regional or tribal conflict, as he is doing everywhere now, would leave him personally no worse off. The
three possible ends for Meles all give many big problems for Ethiopia and in particular for Tigrai. If he
were to resign, power would transfer to his equally unpleasant colleague in TPLF. The problem of the
future of Ethiopia would not have been solved. None of these scenarios are certain hence we should not
allow for these to happen. However, it is difficult to construct a comfortable end states. The question
remains as to what the public with the opposition parties do from now on about Meles’s ruthless
dictatorship and how to peacefully and systematically bring him down. Otherwise, as Meles was
repeatedly saying to his most close friends, we Ethiopians are indeed “Fesam and Shintam Hizb”, the
worst and most degrading insult no sane and decent Ethiopian leader has ever made against his gallant
and tolerant nation. Are we then waiting until he openly insults 80 million of us Ethiopians again, this
time on Ethiopian TV, as Qizenamoch and “Aramoch”, bleed and destroy our beloved country
Ethiopia? I dare to say, shame on us all in the Diasporas, and all other laid-back Ethiopians back home
indeed, for failing to unite and not bringing down such sick and evil dictators for the past 20 long years. I
would not like to apologize about the politically incorrect phrases all because Meles said it first. Walk up!
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You can hear, steady as a heart beat, the hurt and anger of the people of our country. We have heart
and we have their anger and these are the people I am in politics for. These are the people who brought
me here on the Internet and sustained me. Because these are our people, the most remarkable,
determined, compassionate and tolerant people on the face of the earth. They are the Ethiopian people.
Hence my mission, my duty as a patriotic Ethiopian, is to help bring them hope, to fight for them, to be
strong for them and to be there for them at this crucial time. And together, we must win for them. Meles
Zenawi’s reign of terror is about to end. He will go quickly but not alone: in a parting irony he will take
the TPLF down with him. Well, not the whole TPLF of course. “The good patriots part” if any, will
survive. What will die are the traitorous acts, the disguised mercenaries who traded in the name of TPLF
and the people of Tigrai. When a girl loses her virginity, she lost it forever. Equally, Meles Zenawi has
lost the trust of the Ethiopian people hence he lost it forever too? He is a stupid man who has constantly
sought controversy by insulting our history, culture and intelligence. His obsession to help Eritrea, divide
and destroy Ethiopia has always meant more to him than his loyalty to his country. His reign must end
immediately. And imagine Ethiopia without Meles Zenawi’s divided Ethiopia too? The entire political
debate of our country will change for the better. Therefore, are we at the beginning of the end of the
Meles Zenawi era, as millions believed and some of his old close friends hope? Or, can the Prime
Misery inject a new Ethiopian blood, life into himself and project and pick up speed on the long road
signposted Ethiopia not Eritrea? But will he ever say, I love and served my country Ethiopia after all
what he did? Even such humiliating admission and defeat would be the beginning of the end for Meles.
The words in Ethiopian rubber-stamp parliament are that Meles Zenawi cannot be trusted anymore.
There is not much the so-called Prime Minister has done for Ethiopia over the past 20 years with which I
fully agree. He has consequently failed to obtain the trust and co-operation of the people and without
this he will not be able to survive at all. But he is a loyal and determined Shabian agent. That puts him
ahead of more than half of his cabinet. But he does not deserve to survive. And the Ethiopian people
and the army should never surrender nor sacrifice their lives to save their enemies. The entire Ethiopian
nation is subjected to a regime of terror in which the so-called democratic authority has sunk and where
economic activity is increasingly more difficult, multiplying unemployment and poverty for millions of
Ethiopians. There are a lot more wrong with our country. But it is not only as bad as many people think.
It is much worse. The lesson is that if we allowed this evil regime to continue with traitorous activities, to
destroy our country and undermine the conditions for our survival. Making the change needed to avoid
that fate is perhaps the greatest challenge we ever faced in our long Ethiopian history. Therefore, there
should be a continued pressure to contain him from doing further atrocities and remove him from power.
Yes, we must dare to tell him that no gold, no silver is precious enough to buy our sovereignty.
We are not for slaughtering and Ethiopia is not for sale as well. Therefore, we need to deal with
Meles and his hoddam cronies very fast. I don’t know one easily, but this wicked man’s words and
deeds are no good and he is a brute. So, there is nothing redeeming about him at all. I have nothing but
hatred in my heart for him for he is a brutal dictator and a bloody traitor. Never the less, I admire Meles
the so-called Prime Minister. I think he is an outstandingly talented and shrewd operator but all are
found to be most evil things that are meant to destroy the good and unparalleled history of Ethiopia and
her people. Therefore, what is at stake here too, therefore is, the very credibility of the international
order to stand up against evil and not any compromise with evil at all. Frankly speaking too, I am an
eminently reasonable man you could ever hope to meet: always looking the best in people, continually
searching for compromise, invariably seeing both sides of the argument and no doubt the ones on top,
underneath and round the corner as well. I am human and an Ethiopian too, in case there was any
doubt in the minds of EPRDF, some website editors and individuals. I hope you all are uncomfortable as
you can be when I publish articles and critiques of such magnitude on the Internet and God willing, I will
be around for many more years to come too? I am not going anywhere until our country Ethiopia is
liberated. Hence I yield nothing of my political opinions nor do I believe I have acted wrongly for
shaming Ethiopian enemies, exposing their crimes and calling for None Violent Resistance
because I hate to die as Traitor Meles, his greedy cronies who have no balls, are in women’s
skirts and also are crying wolves in sheep’s skins as being Ethiopia’s worst enemies who are all
hell-bent on selling and destroying; the country I love, adore & worship. Therefore, if I can’t be a
brave Ethiopian, act, live and die like an Ethiopian, I won’t be anything at all. Be an Ethiopian to
challenge TPLF/EPRDF cadres scattered everywhere and also unite to bring down the dictators!!
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WITHOUT UNITY, NO VICTORY AND NO LIBERTY!
BRING DOWN A DICTATOR BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE!
FOLLOW TONISIA, EGYPT AND OTHER DEMOCRACY SEEKERS!
WAKE UP AND ACT LIKE YOUR FOREFATHERS AND ANCESTORS!
DDOONN’’TT JJUUSSTT SSIITT TTHHEERREE AANNDD W
WAATTCCHH EETTHHIIOOPPIIAANNSS DDYYIINNGG AANNDD YYOOUURR CCOOUUNNTTRRYY DDEESSTTRROOYYEEDD!!



Genuine comments from Ethiopians and friends of Ethiopia are appreciated at:
teferi_7@hotmail.com




